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40 years of destination planning facing a new reality: 

1. Most of previous data and strategies will not be useful to take decisions anymore.

2. Tested experiences and profiles research become obsolete due to new tourist necessities and  
phobias. New tourist is unpredictable, unknown, different.

3. Uncertainty will be a constant decreasing our already deployed confidence.

4. Time to look inside, time to cooperate and partner with your destinations stakeholders network.

5. Opening destinations for tourists does not ensure tourist arrivals -more than ever-.

WHERE DO WE COME FROM?

Time to reshape governance strategies through new developing concepts.



Conservation CultureCommunity Commerce

Short and Long 
term tourism 

impact

Everyone must 
be considered 
when planning

What makes 
the destination 
unique at all

The way to 
promote and 
sell changed

New key concepts



Do you remember?

“Product
Price
Place

Promotion”
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The Promise
Pandemic accelerates the emotion 



Tourism Consumer
Neptune is the farthest 

planet from the Sun

Product & Service
Mercury is the closest 
planet to the Sun

Tourism Emotion
Despite being red, Mars   

is actually a cold place



PRODUCTTHE PROMISE

From the best product/service to offer, to setting 
the strategy around the tourist -profile-, the 

promise comes when your (destination) promises 
boost emotions beyond experiences.
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The Value
How worthy is this emotion



Exchange
Tourists introduces the 
time and the data value

Price & Cost

As easy as matching the 
requested price

Own Value
How important, amazing, 

valuable is this emotion



PRICETHE VALUE

From the cost & price of the product/service to 
offer, a complex exchange came to the planning 

strategy beyond money, building a mixed concept 
of value perception which will stay with us.
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The 360º Space
Everything happens here and now



Convenience
Is not about where, it is 

about different additional 
tourist habits

Tourism Place
Placing is a key part of the 
tourism experience

The 360º Space
The experience is the 

whole customer journey, in 
a continuous stage 



PLACETHE 360º SPACE

Both selling and experiencing stages happened in 
a concrete place and moment. Then convenience 
introduced new habits in the equation and finally, 

more than ever is all about here and now.
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The Purposes
Emotions loyalty builds our purposes



Evangelism
Tourists become 

ambassadors due to 
experiences memories

Communication
People interaction meant 
everything in tourism

The Purposes
Unparalleled memories 

strengthening tourists 
patterns of decision 



PROMOTIONTHE PURPOSES

This is an interactive experience, moulded by 
memories shaking our feelings, turning us into 
loyal ambassadors, and slightly building new 

patterns on the purpose of travel.



A tool to reshape the planning 
strategies after-pandemic

The new 
planning 
matrix tool



MANDATORYTHE PLANNING MATRIX TOOL

THE 
PROMISE

THE    
VALUE

THE 360º 
SPACE

THE 
PURPOSE

CONSERVATION

COMMUNITY

CULTURE

COMMERCE
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik. 

Thanks!

Feel free to contact me.

jonathangp.phd@gmail.com
        
       

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
mailto:jonathangp.phd@gmail.com

